
AI assistance systems in the digital 
humanities and research software 

engineering
Legacy code and copilot technologies: AI-supported software maintenance



Thesis

AI copilots force us to change our engagement with code in general.
- Possible productivity gains are huge → will shape the future division of labor
- The more the AI copilot “understands”, the more it will help us solve our problems 

and change our problem solving (e.g. switch → documentation performed by the 
consumer instead of the producer of code?)

AI copilots → the end of prompt engineering? 

Enterprise AI Copilot - changing everyday work life



Structure

1. Background / motivation / news
2. Project work (Julia)

a. Definition/Distinction of ChatGPT and AI copilots
b. Enterprise AI Copilots
c. Machine-supported documentation

3. Research Software Engineering - “AI copilots and software engineering” 
(Sebastian)
a. How does Github Copilot work? - Why and how can it help us understand code?
b. How can I use AI copilots for my problem solving / software engineering? 
c. Demos / examples for specific use cases.



Core questions

What is an AI copilot in contrast to other AI tools? (like ChatGPT)

What are the intended use-cases?

“From specialised to universal tools?” - Enterprise Copilots

Can AI copilots (github copilot) help us understand existing code? 

How do we understand code?

How does an AI copilot “understand” code?



Motivation

- DERLA project (https://gams.uni-graz.at/derla)

- Problem: Future developers need to understand the code
- Julia’s work → document / share knowledge → using AI supported workflows.

- But:
- Huge amount of legacy code (python, xslt, javascript etc.)
- Lack of documentation
- Pressure of commitment:

- Expandability of the project
- Additional data provided by project partners 

https://gams.uni-graz.at/derla


News

- Publication of github copilot chat (from beta phase): 
- https://github.blog/2023-12-29-github-copilot-chat-now-generally-available-for-organizations-a

nd-individuals/ 
- AI developer tools / different copilots

- Github Copilot 
- Tabnine 
- CodeWhisper
- https://medium.com/@aroshelova.tech/ai-developer-tools-copilot-tabnine-and-codewhisper-8d

d052142ae3#:~:text=If%20you%20value%20real%2Dtime,Tabnine%20is%20a%20good%20o
ption. 

- More AI copilot systems / integrations:
- Jetbrains IDEs
- …

https://github.blog/2023-12-29-github-copilot-chat-now-generally-available-for-organizations-and-individuals/
https://github.blog/2023-12-29-github-copilot-chat-now-generally-available-for-organizations-and-individuals/
https://medium.com/@aroshelova.tech/ai-developer-tools-copilot-tabnine-and-codewhisper-8dd052142ae3#:~:text=If%20you%20value%20real%2Dtime,Tabnine%20is%20a%20good%20option
https://medium.com/@aroshelova.tech/ai-developer-tools-copilot-tabnine-and-codewhisper-8dd052142ae3#:~:text=If%20you%20value%20real%2Dtime,Tabnine%20is%20a%20good%20option
https://medium.com/@aroshelova.tech/ai-developer-tools-copilot-tabnine-and-codewhisper-8dd052142ae3#:~:text=If%20you%20value%20real%2Dtime,Tabnine%20is%20a%20good%20option


An AI copilot is a conversational interface that uses large language models (LLMs) to automate tasks 
and retrieve information. By leveraging LLMs, copilots understand and respond to human language 
effectively, making it easier for users to interact with and navigate digital platforms.

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy#first-things-first-what-is-an-ai-copilot 

Examples:

- Github Copilot
- Microsoft's Copilot for Microsoft 365
- Jasper’s copywriting assistant
- Salesforce’s Einstein GPT

AI copilot - definition

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/large-language-models-strengths-and-weaknesses
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy#first-things-first-what-is-an-ai-copilot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/microsoft-build-2023-event-recap
https://www.jasper.ai/
https://www.salesforce.com/news/press-releases/2023/03/07/einstein-generative-ai/


Definition - universal tool vs. specialised assistant

ChatGPT (“tools like” / “universal tools”)

- (built on top of LLMs)
- universal tool
- no specialised domain (from user’s perspective)
- excels in Natural Language Processing, therefore very applicable for everything text-related

AI Copilots (GitHub Copilot, Microsoft Copilot, …)

- (built on top of LLMs)
- specialised application(s)
- generalized for one domain
- (often) integrated in already used tools

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-what-s-the-difference-8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-the-major-differences/

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-what-s-the-difference-8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-the-major-differences/


Use Cases - ChatGPT vs. AI Copilot

ChatGPT 

- Content Creation (“Write me a tweet about XYZ…”)
- Language Translation
- Informational Queries
- Educational Tool (“Explain like I’m five…”)

AI Copilot

- Coding assistant
- Documentation
- Integration with IDEs
- Automating mundane/repetitive tasks

https://redresscompliance.com/microsoft-copilot-and-chatgpt-a-comparative-analysis/

https://redresscompliance.com/microsoft-copilot-and-chatgpt-a-comparative-analysis/


Enterprise AI Copilot

“One secure conversational interface for employees to take action, search for information, query data, 
receive notifications, and create content across hundreds of enterprise applications.”
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/platform/enterprise-copilot

- enterprise = company setting
- single point of entry in work space
- one “catch-all” interface for all AI Copilot used

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/platform/enterprise-copilot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy


Tier-List for AI copilots
Tier I

- simple API requests against a LLM.
- no domain specific knowledge (no custom LLM)
- LLM as a service → OpenAI.
- domain specialisation via Prompt Engineering.

Tier II

- fine tuned version of a LLM (fine-tuning + organisation owned data)
- domain specialisation via fine tuning of the LLM (+ prompt engineering), 

limited domain knowledge (only one LLM)

Tier III

- linking several LLMs → different specialisations → processing of  multi-level 
use cases 

- domain specialisation via integration of various fine-tuned LLM pipelines

Tier IV 

- advanced LLM system specifically designed for company-wide use 
- domain specialisation via enterprise wide integration of different AI copilot 

systems 

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/what-is-an-ai-copi
lot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy

https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/what-is-an-ai-copilot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/what-is-an-ai-copilot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy


5 star model comparison - tier examples

Tier One
- generation of mails
- correction of style or grammar mistakes

Tier Two
- summarization of ZIM coding conventions
- writing a specific project proposal

Tier Three
- providing multilingual real-time support
- assisting in project proposal writing based on the available data without prompting

Tier Four
- analysis specific for ZIM structure and recommendations regarding institution wide decisions based on 

available data (very vague still)



(Promised) Benefits of Enterprise Copilots

- easier navigation and pooling of resources → quick access to information
- quick processing of routine requests
- utilizing full potential of existing technological systems
- seamless interaction with powerful back-end tools
- continuous learning, adaptation
- integration with various industry-specific tools such as Salesforce or Notion

→ increased efficiency, smooth information flow, new growth opportunities

- (potential) cost reduction by making previously necessary employees in support or 
employees who have worked on the banal activities that AI can now take over obsolete

→ What does this mean for the good majority of today's workforce, which would be rationalized 
away and cannot re-enter the workforce?



(Potential) Changes for Users

- simplified access to company data for employees
- no restriction to a specific communication channel (Slack, Microsoft Teams, 

mail, etc.)
- multilingual support
- backend systems can be connected across departments
- resource for employees → low-threshold to further training and development



Machine Supported Documentation

Create documentation including explanations for DERLA legacy code:

- testing GitHub Copilots code explanation feature for documentation
- /explain
- /explain in simple terms
- /explain like I’m five
- /explain like I’m ten



/explain



Question suggested by copilot

https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/github-copilot#_provide-context

https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/github-copilot#_provide-context


/explain on a beginner level vs. /explain in simple terms



/explain like I’m ten vs. /explain like I’m five



Software maintenance with AI copilots

Fundamentals

- How do we understand software / code?
- How can AI systems understand software / code?

Prompt Engineering → Context!

 



Github copilot: Context (I)

https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understandin
g-your-code/

“To ensure that the model has the best information to make the best predictions with speed, GitHub’s machine 
learning (ML) researchers have done a lot of work called prompt engineering (...) so that the model 
provides contextually relevant responses with low latency.”

https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/
https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/


Github copilot: Context (II)

Contexts human developers use?

- Pull requests, folder in projects, issues / tickets, files, method names, 
filesystem context, metadata on IDE, …

- “Right now, transformers that are fast enough to power GitHub Copilot can process about 6,000 
characters at a time (…) means that not all of a developer’s code can be used as context (…) So, 
our challenge is to figure out not only what data to feed the model, but also how to best order and enter 
it to get the best suggestions for the developer.” 
(https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/)

https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/


How GitHub Copilot understands your code → PROMPTS!

- Prompts are generated at any time in the background
- “(...) series of algorithms first select relevant code snippets or comments from your current file and other sources (…) These 

snippets and comments are then prioritized, filtered, and assembled into the final prompt.” 

- Prompt generating algorithms first considered only the “current file” - but now:
- 1. Prompt Library “(=which is where our in-house ML experts work with algorithms to extract and prioritize a variety of 

sources of information about the developer’s context, creating the prompt that’ll be processed by the GitHub Copilot model.)”
- 2. Neighboring Tabs

- “technique that allows GitHub Copilot to process all of the files open in a developer’s IDE”
- “By opening all files relevant to their project, developers automatically invoke GitHub Copilot to comb through all of the 

data and find matching pieces of code between their open files and the code around their cursor—and add those 
matches to the prompt.”

- 3. Fill-In-the-Middle (FIM) paradigm
- Code before and after will is being included in the prompt

Github copilot: Context (III)





Insights (I)

Fundamental → Prompt Engineering.

Need to understand how prompts are being generated within the AI copilot 
system / integrated environment.



Insights (IIa) - AI Copilot / Prompt Library 

- Prompt library
- Collection of elaborate, specialized prompts for the specific use cases. (generate 

documentation, generate code etc.)
- Sub-prompts, partial prompts that can be used to automatically generate optimized prompts. 

(e.g. improve result via prepending “take a deep breath and answer step by step” to each 
generated prompt)

- Code library
- Analyzing context (e.g. currently open files) to generate adequate prompts, using the prompt 

library.
- Filtering, sorting, adding, removal of whitespaces, avoid unnecessary tokens etc.

- E.g. filter out repetitions in a docstring, include implicit type information, 



Insights (IIb) - AI Copilot / Prompt Library 

- Provide context via comments, file-names, partly solved logic, etc.
- … to improve generated prompts. 



Insights (IIIa) - Neighboring tabs / Github Copilot

- Open tabs → improve

context of generated

prompts.

- Result: “better” suggestions?



Insights (IIIb) - Neighboring tabs / Github Copilot

- Open files (in tabs) that include output of the code e.g. log files, related 
readmes, a result file etc.

Example: 

- Code file + log-file + readme + requirements description.



RSE (I) - Effective engineering workflow?

Github copilot VS ChatGPT

ChatGPT → “top down” 

- more generalized approach

AI copilot → “bottom up”

- why does the system recommend this library / concept? 

Core question: Integration in software development tools?

- How can I use AI copilots tools effectively?



RSE (II) - Effective engineering workflow?

ChatGPT - “top down”



RSE (III) - Effective engineering workflow?

Integration into project-management software

- Provide relevant context for AI copilots?
- E.g. gitlab, github, jira, …

Issues (support building of relevant contexts for AI copilots)

- publish ChatGPT chats 
- include stackoverflow links
- provide links to documentation(s)
- Document insights / questions etc.



RSE (IV)

- include ChatGPT 

chats in the issue



Handling legacy code 

- “Producing my own documentation” → consumer less dependent on the 
producer?

- None-code files relevant for AI copilot support:
- reports: .log 
- test: CalculatorUnitTest.py
- documentation: readme.md
- …



AI copilot - context demo

- Copilot “understands” your REST-API (context of your project) - helps building 
requests accordingly. 

- You do not need to provide extra context in comparison to a chat - your 
project is the context.



X-Tech - Scripting (I)

- Contrast to ChatGPT - use the current environment:
- “This file …”, “... in my project folder …”, “... in this environment …”
- “Why does this work?”, “How does this work?”

Demo

- “/generate I need a small python script that selects all the <graphic> elements 
in this TEI file. In the next steps rename all the IMAGE.1 and IMAGE.2 ids to 
IMAGE_1 and IMAGE_2.”





How do I use “this” code? (readme file) 

- Mark sections of the readme → “explain this” with additional prompts
- In VSCode: mark text AND STRG + I + “explain”





Log messages

Use IDE integration

- Mark text + provide context aware question
- Use the project context! (“neighboring tabs” - github copilot)

Demo questions:

- What do these lines mean? 
- Can you explain to me, what went wrong? 
- Why is the code crashing after this log-message?





Log messages

- Explain log messages



Dependencies 

- Use requirement files from software tools e.g. requirements.txt 





comments = writing code?





Github Copilot Context - IIIF (I)

Context! → Copilot knows that I typically want to construct a related IIIF-URL from 
a base URL. 



Github Copilot Context - IIIF (II)

IIIF - API version?



THE TAXONOMY OF DIGITAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN THE HUMANITIES

https://tadirah.info/pages/Browser.html

AI copilots supporting DH activities?

DH copilot?

https://tadirah.info/pages/Browser.html


Resources

- https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-co
de/

- https://github.blog/2023-04-07-what-developers-need-to-know-about-generative-ai/

- https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/what-is-an-ai-copilot
- https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy
- https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-what-s-the-difference-

8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
- https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-the-major-diff

erences
- https://redresscompliance.com/microsoft-copilot-and-chatgpt-a-comparative-analysis
- https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/github-copilot#_provide-context

https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/
https://github.blog/2023-05-17-how-github-copilot-is-getting-better-at-understanding-your-code/
https://github.blog/2023-04-07-what-developers-need-to-know-about-generative-ai/
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/what-is-an-ai-copilot
https://www.moveworks.com/us/en/resources/blog/ai-copilot-strategy
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-what-s-the-difference-8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-what-s-the-difference-8fdec864-72b1-46e1-afcb-8c12280d712f
https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-the-major-differences
https://www.uctoday.com/unified-communications/chatgpt-vs-microsoft-copilot-the-major-differences
https://redresscompliance.com/microsoft-copilot-and-chatgpt-a-comparative-analysis
https://code.visualstudio.com/docs/editor/github-copilot#_provide-context

